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Anyone 
Relate?
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Objectives

• By the end of this session, you will be aware of 
—What we need for mental health, wellness and resiliency, 

—How modern society, in particular technology during COVID, 
can get in the way of this, 

—What we can and must do about this as individuals and society.



Schedule

6:30-6:35 PM Welcome and Introductions (5-min.)

6:35-7:35 PM Presentation (60-min.) 

7:35-7:55 PM Questions (20-min.) 

7:55-8 PM Wrap up (5-min.) 



Welcome to the Great 
Experiment…





You Meet Up with an Old 
Friend and Discover…
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“Ever since COVID, we’ve let him 

have more screen time. But when we 

tell him its time to stop, he has these 

horrible tantrums.”

“I’m such a bad parent…”

“What am I supposed to do?”



Introduction



First, the Good

• Modern technology, when 
used properly, has benefitted 
our lives in many ways

• Today’s generation of “Digital 
Natives” will invent new ways 
to use technology to make our 
lives even better. 

Image credit: Adobe



The Bad: Physical / Mental Health Problems 



The Bad: Physical / Mental Health Problems 

• Increased problems with ages 0-5 
— Speech delays increased by 63% from 2001 to 2010 (Houtrow, 2014) 

— Developmental delays such as delayed language, 
communication, motor skills, socioemotional problems (Madigan, 
2019) 
• Study of 2,000 toddlers in Calgary, AB 

• By age of school entry, 1 in 4 children are not ready for school due to delays

• Increased problems in schools with 
— Inattention

— Anger, aggression, oppositionality, lack of respect for teachers 

— Difficulties with social skills 



The Bad: Increased Physical / Mental 
Health Problems

• Overwhelming demands 
for mental health services 
in

—Children

—Youth

—University students 

—Adults 
• Mental health issues now #1 

source of disability claims

• Depression is 2nd leading 
cause of disease worldwide



What Do We Need for 
Mental Wellness?



Human History

Early 
civilization 

Modern 
humans

200,000 
years ago

6,000 
years ago

Tablets, 
Smartphones

2010



What Do Our Brains Require for Mental 
Wellness? 

* Health Canada, First Nations Mental 

Wellness Continuum Framework, 2014

Basic needs
• Face-to-face 

connections

• Nature / Movement

• Nutrition

• Sleep

Belonging, Purpose,  
Meaning, Hope*



Traditional Living Met Many of Our Needs 



What is Making Us Unwell?





What happened in 2010?

200,000 
years ago 6,000 

years ago

2010

Post-iPadPre-iPad



Modern Society Tends to Disconnect Us

Health Canada, First Nations Mental 

Wellness Continuum Framework, 2014

Basic needs
• Face-to-face 

connections

• Sleep

• Nutrition

• Nature / 
Movement

Belonging, 
Purpose,  
Meaning
Hope



Modern Society Tends to Disconnect Us

Health Canada, First Nations Mental 

Wellness Continuum Framework, 2014

Basic needs
• Face-to-face 

connections

• Sleep

• Nutrition

• Nature / 
Movement

Belonging, 
Purpose,  
Meaning
Hope

Recreational screens

4-7 hrs/daily

(Common Sense Media)



Modern Society Tends to Disconnect Us

Attachment

Sleep

Nutrition

Nature

Purpose, 
Belonging, 
Meaning, hope

Recreational screens

4-7 hrs/daily
(Common Sense Media)

Peers (which are conditional) as 

opposed to family (which are 

unconditional) (Neufeld, 2007) 

Hedonism, narcissism, 

materialism…

Poor nutrition, e.g. excess 

sugar, refined foods



The Pandemic Hasn’t Helped Either

Attachment

Sleep

Nutrition

Nature

Purpose, 
Belonging, 
Meaning, hope

Recreational screens

4-7 hrs/daily
(Common Sense Media)

Peers (which are conditional) as 

opposed to family (which are 

unconditional) (Neufeld, 2007) 

Hedonism, narcissism, 

materialism…

Poor nutrition, e.g. excess 

sugar, refined foods



How Addicted Are We?



Common Sense Census: Media Use by 
Tweens and Teens, 2019 

• Survey of 1,600 Americans aged 8-18 yo

• How much time on recreational screens, not 
including screens for school/homework?

— Tweens 8-12 4 hrs 44 min / day
— Teens 12-18 yo 7 hrs 22 min / day 

• Who has a smart phone?
— 53% have a smartphone by age 11
— 69% have a smartphone by age 12 

• What are they doing?
— Screen use 

• 50% TV
• 31% gaming
• 2% Video chat, reading online, creating art or music 



Montreal Study

• Survey of recreational screen use by Montrealers by Montreal 
Public Health Department

• Gr. 6 Students (Survey of 13,380) 
—60% used less than 2 hrs/day

—19% used 2-4 hrs / day

—21% (mainly males) used 4+ hrs/day 

• Adults (survey of 10,005)
—45% used less than 2 hrs / day

—39% used 2-4 hrs /day 

—16% used 4+ hrs/day
27Montreal Public Health, 2019



Q. Which group (students or adults) were the 
healthiest in overall health, sleep, self-
esteem, focused attention, self-control and 
empathy?

a) Those using less than 2 hrs / day 

b) Those using 2-4 hrs / day 

c) Those using 4+ hrs / day 

28Montreal Public Health Department, 2019



Q. Which group (students or adults) were the 
healthiest in overall health, sleep, self-
esteem, focused attention, self-control and 
empathy?

a) Those using less than 2 hrs / day 

b) Those using 2-4 hrs / day 

c) Those using 4+ hrs / day 
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How Much Screen Time Is 
Too Much?



Official Screen Time Guidelines

• Synthesis of various guidelines with minor differences removed 

Age Screen Time [1] Physical Activity (2) Nature Time (3,4)

Age 0-1 None Several times /day

Age 1-2 None > 3 hr /day

Age 2-5 Max 1 hr / day, ideally none > 3 hr /day > 1.25 hr /day

Age 6-11 Max 2 hrs / day, less better > 1-hr /day > 1.25 hr /day

Age 12-17 Max 2 hrs / day, less better > 1-hr /day > 1.25 hr /day

Adapted from 1Canadian Sedentary Behaviour Guidelines (2011); 2Canadian Pediatric Society 

(2017) ; 3Canadian Association of Optometrists; 4Xiong, 2017



Why are Screens so 
Addictive?



Who In Their 
Right Mind 
Would Want to 
Do This?



Oxytocin

Adrenaline/Dopamine

To Ensure Species Survival, Our Brain 
Tricks Us into Doing Survival Activities 

Hunting/ gathering (i.e. violence) 
Reproduction (i.e. sex)
Eating (i.e. high sugar foods)

Face-to-Face Attachments



Which is an Easier Way to Get Dopamine?

vs. 

Image: Adobe 
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a) b)
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Which is an Easier Way to Get Dopamine?
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Problem: Screens Make Us Meaner

• Eye contact allows us to 
‘read’ other people 
Empathy and connection

• Lack of eye contact = 
— Lack of connection 

— More likely to be hostile 
(Lapidot-Lefler, 2012)

• Studies confirm that now 
compared to decades ago, 
we are 

— Less empathetic, 

— More narcissistic (Twenge, 
2014)

Ottawa -- May 5, 2019



Problem: Our brains are adapted to this

• This is the type of sensory 
stimulation our brains are 
designed to handle

• Numerous studies confirm nature 
provides optimal sensory 
experience, leading us to have 
optimal brain waves and feel calm, 
relaxed, refreshed



Problem: Our brains are not adapted to 
this 

• Screens are addictive as they give 
our brains a rush of adrenaline / 
dopamine

• But it is not calming nor refreshing, 
and can trigger fight/flight responses

• Especially in those with brain 
conditions, e.g. 

— Seizure disorders, 
— Sensory processing issues,
— Anxiety
— Psychosis 

• Multi-tasking just makes this worse…



Problem: Screens Lead to Overstimulation

• With excess screen use over time, body is under 
chronic alarm / stress

— Blood flow shifts from frontal (developed brain) to the more 
primitive parts of the brain

— Body makes cortisol, a stress hormone

• Thus “Electronic Screen Syndrome (ESS)”
— Signs/symptoms of overloaded brain mimic any psychiatric 

disorder
• Problems with regulation, attention, creativity, social 

behavior, mood, anxiety 

• Can resemble ADHD, depression, anxiety, psychosis, etc. 

Dunckley V, 2014



Modern Society Doesn’t 
Help Us Stay Connected 
Either



Generation Squeeze

• Today’s parents work longer and 
harder to earn significantly less 
than in the 1970’s 

• Nowadays
— Both parents must work
— Takes 5-years longer to save up for the 

first home
— Takes longer to save before having kids
— Less extended family support 

• Thus, working adults have less time to 
spend with their kids, family and 
friends

Image: Institute for Applied 

Critical Thinking (IACT) 

http://www.iact-now.com



Technology in the 
Classroom: The Good, The 
Bad, The Ugly 



Technology in Classrooms: The Good

• Today’s educational technologies can 
offer unprecedented learning 
experiences never before possible 

— Virtual reality can place students in 
completely immersive environments.

— Adaptive learning systems can model the 
student’s knowledge and attempt to 
provide students with new problems at 
just the right level of challenge.

• Our students need to be digitally 
literate in today’s technological 
society.

48Image: Monkey Business | Stock.adobe.com



Technology in Classrooms: The Good

• During the pandemic, use of 
remote learning (e.g. Zoom, 
MS Teams, Google 
Hangouts) has provided a 
means for students/teachers 
to connect, which otherwise 
would not have been 
possible.

49Image: Aleksandra Suzi | Stock.adobe.com



Technology in Classrooms: The Bad

• Three major studies
—Report on Computers and Learning, 

by Organization for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD), 
2015

— Reboot Studies
• PISA study (student achievement data from over 

90 countries) 

• NAEP dataset (student achievement data from USA) 

50
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Technology in Classrooms: The Bad

Similar conclusions
— “Frequent Use of Computers At  School Worsens Learning”

• “Students who use computers very frequently at school do a lot worse in most learning 
outcomes.”

• “Technology can make it more difficult for students to learn and teachers to teach…

• “The focus of the lesson often is method of instruction (how to turn on the iPad, or the 
twisting and turning of the Prezi) rather than on the content or skills being taught.”

— NAEP dataset

• Computers for some activities (e.g. reading) can be helpful

• Computers for other activities such as practicing spelling or grammar do not seem helpful

• High usage of computers actually correlated with worse learning

• Using tablets in Gr. 4 was particularly bad – students in Gr. 4 that used tablets had reading 
scores that were 1-year lower than those without tablets 

51



Technology in Classrooms: The Bad

• Challenges with technology in developing brains
—Excess screen time can decrease face-to-face interactions, which are 

essentially particularly for younger brains. 

—Digital devices can be distracting for young brains that have not yet 
built up the capacity for focused attention. 

—Students read more easily and deeply content from paper rather than 
from screens. 

52



Does Technology Help Learning?

• Conclusion
— On average 

• Students who reported low-to-moderate use of school technology tended to score higher on PISA than 
non-users, 

• Students who reported a high use of technology tended to score lower than their peers who reported 
low or no use of technology.

— Example: 
• Students in France who reported using the Internet at school for a few minutes to a half-hour daily scored 13 

points higher on the PISA math assessment than students who reported not spending any time on the Internet 
during class.

• Students in France who reported spending > 30-min. on the Internet every day in class consistently scored 
lower than their peers who reported no time on the Internet.
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Q. Does Technology Help Learning?

A. It depends. 

• Technology must be used in a 
thoughtful, careful manner... 

• Tech does not replace good teachers 
and pedagogy

• Replacing teachers with technology is 
probably not a desired outcome…

54
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Goldilocks Dilemma: Getting to “Just Right”  

55

• Not too much  because we don’t 
want to raise screen addicts

• Just right  Being able to use tech in 
a meaningful way 

• Not too little  because we live in a 
technological society

✓

𝘟

𝘟



Screen Time Guidance for 
Parents

Pre-COVID



(PRE-COVID) Official Screen Time Guidelines
• Synthesis of various guidelines

Age Screen Time [1] Physical 

Activity (2) 

Nature Time (3,4)

Age 0-1 None Several times 

/day

Age 1-2 None > 3 hr /day

Age 2-5 Max 1 hr / day, ideally none > 3 hr /day > 1.25 hr /day

Age 6-11 Max 2 hrs / day, less better > 1-hr /day > 1.25 hr /day

Age 12-17 Max 2 hrs / day, less better > 1-hr /day > 1.25 hr /day

Adapted from 1Canadian Sedentary Behaviour Guidelines (2011); 2Canadian 

Pediatric Society (2017) ; 3Canadian Association of Optometrists; 4Xiong, 2017



In Other Words…

Stay off those 
screens!



Screen Time Guidance for 
Parents
We accept there will be screens; let’s try to 
make it a bit healthier.



Teach Kids What We Need for 
Mental Wellness 

60



Limiting Screens 
Alone Is Insufficient

Teach People What 
They Need for 
Mental Health

Build These Things 
into their Daily 
Routines

* Health Canada, First Nations 
Mental Wellness Continuum 

Framework, 2014

Basic Needs ($)
• Healthy food, 

housing 

• Face-to-face 
contact

• Nature / Physical 
activity 

• Sleep 

Belonging, 
Purpose,  

Meaning, Hope*



Spend face to face time together with 
others

• Spend face-to-face time with 
meaningful people in your life

• Email, texting, social media have a 
place, but cannot replace deeper 
connection 

• Show empathy, kindness and 
compassion towards one another 

• Listen to how others feel, and 
accept how they feel 



Get Enough Sleep 

• Left to their own 
‘devices’, it is very hard 
for adults, let alone 
teenagers to self-
regulate their use of 
technology 

• Have an screen curfew
—Consider ‘technology 

bowl’ for children/youth 
to turn in technology 
before bedtime



Fill Life With Primarily Meaningful (vs. 
Primarily Pleasurable Activities)

• What makes people truly happy is not 
necessarily having fun, pleasure and 
hedonism, but living a life that is 
meaningful (Frankl, 1946)

• Usual things that are meaningful  
—Helping others

—Making the world a more beautiful place

—Caring for the environment...

—Contributing, e.g. Chores, volunteering



Spend time in nature

• Ensure children/youth spend at least 10-hrs /week for eye 
health

—Studies suggest that children/youth need at least 10-hrs outdoors a 
week to prevent myopia (Rose et al., 2014)



Get Physically Active!

• If so, reduce their risk of anxiety / 
depression by ensuring they are physically 
active

• Research shows physical activity 
protects against screen time

— If kids are physically inactive (sedentary), then 
screen time is more likely to be associated with 
symptoms of anxiety and depressed 

— However, if kids are physically active, then they 
can tolerate the same amount of screen time, 
without being anxious or depressed

Bélair M. et al.: Relationship between leisure time physical activity, 
sedentary behaviour and symptoms of depression and anxiety: evidence 
from a population-based sample of Canadian adolescents, BMJ Open, 2018 66

www.participaction.com



Support Nature in Education

• Nature-based education is mainstream in 
many European countries (e.g. Waldorf 
movement from Germany; nature schools in 
Scandinavia) 

• Unlike a many schools that have 
(recreational) TV in daycare and iPads in 
kindergarten, nature-based schools 
typically have no screen use until Gr. 6-8

• Even then it is only for learning; no 
recreational uses at all 

• Examples in Ottawa:
— Trille des bois, French public board, Ottawa
— “Nouvelle ecole” (Finnish model) with French 

Catholic board, Ottawa
— Ottawa Forest and Nature School 

(demonstration school through Child & Nature 
Alliance) 

Trille des bois (CEPEO) (French public board), 

Ottawa



Teach Kids How to Self-
Regulate (Without) 
Technology



Self-Regulation 101

“Green 

Zone”

Just right

“Red 

Zone”

Fight / Flight 

Overwhelme

d

“Yellow 

Zone”

Getting 

stressed

Under-

stimulated 

Bored

Shut 

Down

Dissociated

Adapted from various self-regulation programs, including “How Does 

Your Engine Run”; ”Zones of Regulation”; Stephen Porges’ polyvagal 

theory 



Is Technology Used to Deal with 
Boredom?

• Consider helping them develop the skill of 
non-electronic, independent play

• This skill developed naturally in previous 
generations, without the distraction and 
being seduced by “easy dopamine and 
adrenaline” 

• Spend quality, non-electronic time with 
them (like happened naturally in the past) 

Under-

stimulated 

Bored



Is Technology Used to Deal with 
Boredom?

• Consider learning, sharing or engaging in 
traditional or cultural activities with your 
children.

• Example:
—www.metisgaming.com

• Métis Arts (painting, beading, music, crafts, 
language)

• Family and Competitive Games

• Harvesting (games, recipes, Way of Life colouring
book)

• 7 Day Smartphone Detox Challenge

Under-

stimulated 

Bored

http://www.metisgaming.com/


Is Technology Used to Deal with 
Unpleasant Feelings?

• Does your child struggle with anxiety, depressed or 
stress? If so, it is natural that they may turn to 
screens. 

• Ensure that there is quality 1:1 time where they can 
—Express their feelings to adults, and 

—Adults can co-regulate, such as with radical empathy, 
validation, acceptance of feelings; 

—Eventually the child will learn how to self-regulate. 

“Yellow 

Zone”

Getting 

stressed



Environmental Strategies to 
Prevent Screen Fatigue

Especially during Virtual Learning



Virtual Learning as of Jan 21, 2021

• Ontario schools closed since Jan 4, 2021 due to the pandemic; earliest re-opening 
date not until Feb 2021

• Students attend virtual school
— Kindergarten 

• Consists of 180-min. daily of synchronous time with teacher plus 120 minutes asynchronous a day, during 
regularly scheduled class time 

• Students have “synchronous” time with teacher along with breaks / asynchronous time

— Elementary school

• Students attend from 9 AM to 3 PM, with combination of synchronous /asynchronous time 

– 225 minutes synchronous learning (75 minutes asynchronous) a day during regularly scheduled class time 

— Secondary 

• Remote learning with two 112.5 minute blocks of instruction daily 

74



Preventing Screen Fatigue 

• Ensure ergonomic set up
—Comfortable seating or standing desk for learners that need to move.

—Placing the electronic screen at the right height – where learner can 
look ahead at the screen without needing to slouch their back and 
neck.

75Image: Stock.Adobe.com



Virtual Learning Tips 

• Dim the screen brightness

• Consider blue light filters that can be placed over the screen.

76

Image: 11.6” Chromebook Blue Light Screen 

Protector by iKammo from Amazon.ca



20 / 20 / 20 rule 

• 20/20/20 rule to reduce 
“digital” eye strain and 
“quarantine myopia”

—Every 20 minutes…

—Looking 20 feet away…

—For at least 20 seconds

77



Mimic Natural Light/Dark Cycles

• In the bedroom, have low blue 
lights (e.g. red or orange LED 
lights in the night lamp). 

• Low blue light settings on devices.

Daytime

• Ensure that there is bright 
sunlight during the day.

• Ideally physical activity outside; 
otherwise, simply sitting outside, or 
having open windows to let in light. 

• Encourage use of devices OUTSIDE 
during the day.

Evening/night time



Limit recreational screen time during 
school hours

• Discourage watching Youtube videos during 
break time. 

• Exception: Possibly allow video games that 
are social.

—“Slow dopamine” games like online board 
games preferable to hyper-exciting games. 
• “Ticket to Ride” / ”Settlers of Catan” – Least exciting 

• “Among Us”

• ”Fortnite” – Most exciting, and risks habituating your 
kids to easy dopamine. Easier to limit if other parents 
are setting similar rules.  

79



Limit recreational screen time after school 
hours 

• Given increased screen time with virtual 
learning, some parents have increased their 
screen time limits during school days, e.g. 
only allowing it on weekends.
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Use Parental Controls to Make Your Life 
Easier 

• Consider parental screen time 
controls built into iOS or Android, 
or third party apps (e.g. Circle) to 
limit leisure screen activity during 
the school day. 

• Be patient -- there can be a 
steep learning curve with 
parental controls!

81



4 M’s 

M)anage use
M)ake it meaningful
M)odel moderation 
M)onitor



Create a Family Media Plan 
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https://www.healthychildren.org/English/media/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.healthychildren.org/English/media/Pages/default.aspx


Write Down the 
Daily Schedule 
with Tech Limits

Example for 
school-aged child

8 AM Wakeup

Breakfast, parent time with kids

9 AM Outdoor time, walking the dog, etc.

10 AM Learning time, e.g. reading, schoolwork 
Access to learning websites only

11 AM Creative time, e.g. music, drawing, writing, sculpting
Access to productive apps only

12 PM Lunch, Cleanup, Chores

1-3 PM Afternoon activities, e.g. outdoor, creative time, board 

games etc. 

5-6 PM Recreational screen time permitted, e.g. TV, videos, etc. 
No recreational screens past 6 PM

6-6:30 PM Dinner time, then clean up 

6:30-8 PM Evening activity

8-8:30 PM Bedtime routine 

8:30-9 PM Bedtime



Write Down the 
Weekly Schedule 
with Tech Limits

Example for school-
aged child

Mon Tues Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun

Recreational

screen time

No

𝙭
No

𝙭
No

𝙭
No

𝙭
Yes

✓
Yes

✓
Yes

✓

Productive 

use, e.g. 

learning apps

Yes

✓
Yes

✓
Yes

✓
Yes

✓
Yes

✓
Yes

✓
Yes

✓



Use Parental Controls 
• Parental controls are settings that allow 

parents to whatever limits they have

• After it is set up on the child’s device, it can 
be administered remotely through the 
parent’s own device 

• Can set limits such as 
— Screen curfew

— Set allowed and non-allowed apps

— Set allowed (and non-allowed websites, etc) 

— Set time limits 
Apple’s “Screen Time”

Google “Digital Wellbeing”



After all…

Isn’t this easier? Than this? 

Vs. 



Parental Controls on Apple: “Screen 
Time”

Image Credit: https://9to5mac.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2018/06/how-to-set-

up-screen-time-for-child-iphone-ipad-1.jpg

https://9to5mac.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2018/06/how-to-set-up-screen-time-for-child-iphone-ipad-1.jpg


Android: “Digital Well Being & parental 
controls”



Third-Party Controls

• There are also a variety of third-party apps and devices that you 
can purchase to give you even greater levels of control



4 M’s 

M)anage use

M)ake it meaningful
M)odel moderation 
M)onitor



↑ Healthier Use



Use Apps that Tend to Make People Feel 
Happier

• Use more these apps which 
tend to help people feel 
happier

—Relaxation, 

—Exercise, 

—Weather, 

—Reading, Education
• Common Sense Media has a curated 

list of more educational content
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/blog/free-
online-events-activities-kids-at-home-
coronavirus

Adam Alter: “Why our screens make us less happy”, TEDS Talk

https://www.commonsensemedia.org/blog/free-online-events-activities-kids-at-home-coronavirus


Use Tech to Promote Social Connection 

• Encourage real-time interaction with visual, audio (e.g. Facetime / Skype)

• Discourage asynchronous interaction that lacks visuals (i.e. lacks facial 
contact) and non-verbal cues  (e.g. texting / Instagram / Tik Tok)

• Use less of these media that have been shown harmful for mental health 

— Instagram

— Facebook

— Youtube (when used for endless surfing of recreational content) 

https://www.psychalive.org/worst-mental-health-instagram-facebook-youtube/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/instagram-snapchat-social-media-worst-for-mental-health/
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https://www.psychalive.org/worst-mental-health-instagram-facebook-youtube/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/instagram-snapchat-social-media-worst-for-mental-health/


Use Technology to Create and Invent 
(Instead of Just Consume) 

• Use technology to 
—Create media (e.g. music, art, 

videos) 

—Do programming 

• The reality on screen use in aged 
8-18 (Common Sense Census, 
2019)

—50% TV

—31% gaming

—Only 2% is video chat, reading 
online, creating art or music 

Stock.Adobe.com



Consider Mental Health Apps

Publicly Funded Apps Commercial Apps 



Promote More Healthy Uses of Technology

• Watching family friendly movies together with kids (or at least 
being in the same room with them) (vs. letting your kids watch 
anything)

—Consult MediaSmarts / Common Sense Media that have rated TV 
shows / movies and content for family friendliness
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Mindfulness, i.e. Promote Slow Dopamine

• Mindfulness is about enjoying the moment, i.e. slow dopamine 

• If using technology anyways, then technology ways to get “slow(er)” 
dopamine include

— Video games
• Retro video games
• Video games that are essentially board games such as

– Online Ticket to Ride, Monopoly, Chess, Backgammon, etc., that kids can play with their others 
online

— TV
• Retro TV series from 70’s and 80’s that are less overstimulating for your kids

— Younger kids
• Read aloud videos

— Older kids
• Audiobooks, podcasts
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↓ Less Healthy Use 



Use Less of These Apps that Tend to Make 
People Feel Unhappy 

Adam Alter: “Why our screens make us less happy”, TEDS Talk

• Try to use less of these apps which tend to make people less 
happy

— Dating, 

— Social networking, 

— Gaming, 

— Entertainment, 

— News and web browsing apps 



If Watching Recreational Videos, then Set 
Limits

• Planned viewing of specific shows or videos 
that have a start and end time (e.g. on CBC or 
other streaming service) (vs. simply surfing 
Youtube endlessly) 

• Use DVDs
—Switch from Netflix streaming back to Netflix DVD 

services
• Remember that Netflix actually started as a DVD 

rental service through the mail

—Visit your neighborhood DVD store if it still exists 
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Going to Use Social Media? Make it 
Educational 

• Can’t stop using social media? 
— At least use it to learn something 

• Example
— Since the pandemic, TikTok reports increases in searches for the following

• Learning an instrument 

• Meditation 

• Photography

• Origami 

• Painting 

— Youtube

• Note 
— Parental controls is challenging to set with social media

— With younger kids, it is easier to simply restrict certain websites, e.g. Youtube



Going to Use Social Media? 

• Safer ways to use social media
—Encourage

• Social, private use (e.g., messaging friends) is  associated with decreased odds 
of self-harm and  suicidality

—Discourage
• Social, public use (e.g., status updates) is associated  with increased odds of 

self-harm and suicidality

• Social comparison on social media is associated with  increased odds of self-
harm and suicidality

Kingsbury et al. Computers in Human Behavior 2021



4 M’s 

M)anage use
M)ake it meaningful

M)odel moderation 
M)onitor



Model Healthy Tech Use as a Parent

• It is much easier to get your 
kids off video games and 
social media if you set a 
good example

• Steve Jobs on the iPad in 
2010…

—"They haven't used it. We 
limit how much 
technology our kids use 
at home."



What did Steve Jobs tell his engineers that 
created the iPhone back in 2003?

Create something so that I can 

read my email while on the 

toilet.



Use Your Smartphone How Steve Intended… 
Away from your Kids 



Is My Child Addicted? Am I 
Addicted?



Spectrum of Technology Use

Severe 

Problems

“Technology overuse’, ‘video 

game addiction’, Problematic 

Video Gaming, etc.

Interferes with life activities 

Minor 

Problems

No 

problems

Technology used to create 

communicate, or create 

content, e.g. programming, 

writing, art, music, etc. 

Doesn’t interfere with life 

activities 



Is Your Child Having Problems from Too 
Much Technology?

• If so, consider doing a detox
— Gradual detox – slowly cut back on the technology time week by week, with a 

plan to get to zero screen time for at least 3-weeks 

• During the detox period, the hope is your child will do better

• After that, see how things go…

• Most families will then gradually re-introduce technology – try to 
clearly set limits upfront

— Hopefully your child can tolerate the new limits. 

— If your child cannot tolerate the new limits, or continues to have problems, then 
your child may need to abstain from recreational screens -- just like some 
people can’t moderate their alcohol use, and need to just abstain.
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Is Technology Use Causing Significant 
Problems In Your Life? 

• Consider 
—Adults / teens

• Rideauwood Addiction Services

—Children/youth
• Crossroads (up to age 12)

• Youth Services Bureau (age 13-18)

• Centre psychosociale (francophones)

—Private practice
• Psychologist, social worker, or registered 

psychotherapist 



You Meet Up with an Old 
Friend and Discover…
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“Ever since COVID, we’ve let him 

have more screen time. But when we 

tell him its time to stop, he has these 

horrible tantrums.”

“I’m such a bad parent…”

“What am I supposed to do?”



You start with validation…
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“Yeah, I hear with the 

pandemic, a lot of 

people are getting 

more screen time 

than usual. You’re not 

alone!

Anything I can do to 

help? 
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Did you have any tips or advice on 

how I can help my kid with his screen 

time?



Now that you have permission, you give 
advice… 
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I recommend the four M’s

• M)anage use

• M)ake it meaningful

• M)odel moderation 

• M)onitor screen time

I’d be happy to tell you 

more… Why don’t you 

guys come camping with 

us this weekend? 



Still Struggling on How to Survive without 
Screens? 

• Ask…

—A grandparent

—Your Mennonite, 
Amish friends 

—A traditional 
knowledge holder 
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Summary



Our Brains Are Wired to Need the Following for 
Mental Wellness…

Health Canada, First 

Nations Mental Wellness 

Continuum Framework, 

2014

Face-to-face 
connections

Sleep

Nutrition

Nature

Purpose, 
Belonging, 
Meaning, hope



Modern Society Hacks Our Brains So We Turn 
to Easy Dopamine 

Attachment

Sleep

Nutrition

Nature

Purpose, 
Belonging, 
Meaning, hope

(Recreational) screens

7.5 hr screens / day 

(like a full-time job!)

Peers (which are 

conditional not 

unconditional

Hedonism, 

materialism…

Poor nutrition, such as 

excess sugar…



Help Your Kids Become Indistractable to 
Reattach To What they Need

Attachment

Sleep

Nutrition

Nature

Purpose, 
Belonging, 
Meaning, hope

(Recreational) screens

7.5 hr screens / 

day (a full-time 

job!)

Peers (which are 

conditional not 

unconditional

Hedonism, 

materialism…

Poor nutrition, such as 

excess sugar…



• “Take one hour a 
day and turn that 
thing off. Take your 
eyes off that 
screen and look 
into the eyes of the 
person you love. 
Have a 
conversation, a 
real conversation.”

-- Eric Schmidt, 
Google Chairman, 

2012

• “The great 
challenge facing us 
today is to learn 
once again how to 
talk to one 
another, not simply 
how to generate 
and consume 
information.

• “Put down the 
devices, learn to 
talk again…”

-- Pope Francis, 2015



Summary
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• For many people, there is more screen time during COVID.

• The good news is that there are ways to tweak and encourage 

more healthy uses, and discourage less healthy uses

• Are you worried your child/youth is using too much, or it is causing 

problems? Help is out there. 



For More Information 



CBC Nature of Things: Kids vs. Screens
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Parent Handouts from CHEO



Parent Handouts from 
eMentalHealth.ca/CHEO

• Technology: Unplug and Connect
—General advice for parents about technology

• Technology Contracts for Parents to Use
—Contracts that parents can cut/paste and 

modify

• Nature 
—Strategies to help parents get their kids 

outside into nature, which naturally balances 
out technology 



Looking for information about mental 
health and where to find help?
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Information | Find Help | Screening Tools | Events Calendar

An initiative of



Social Media 

• Troubles with 
using social 
media?
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• Persuasively filmed 
documentary about 
how social media uses 
our data and 
manipulates us

• “The technology that 
connects us also 
controls us”

• “Dark side of 
technology from those 
that created it”



Game Quitters

• Have a video gamer 
in the family?
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Numerous TED talks on technology 
including tech addiction 

• Escaping video game addiction, Cam Adair

• What you need to know about internet addiction, Dr. Kimberly Young  

• What you are missing while being a digital zombie, Patrik Wincent

• Why I don’t use a smart phone, Ann Makosinski

• A year offline, what I have learned, Paul Miller 



Readings

• Is your child 
addicted?

• Practical tips 
on how to do a 
tech detox for 
your tech 
addicted child 



Readings

• Want to learn 
how to keep 
connected to 
that which truly 
matters?

• Written by the 
one who 
literally wrote 
the textbook on 
how to create 
addictive 
technology; his 
advice on how 
to not get 
addicted 



Readings: How to (Re)Connect 

www.ahaparenting.comwww.wholebrainchild.com



Screen Guidelines (Pre-COVID) 

• American Academy of Paediatrics has screen / media guidelines  (2016)
https://www.aap.org/en-us/about-the-aap/aap-press-room/Pages/American-
Academy-of-Pediatrics-Announces-New-Recommendations-for-Childrens-Media-
Use.aspx

• Canadian Paediatric Society (CPS) has screen / media guidelines (2017)
https://www.cps.ca/en/documents/position/screen-time-and-young-children

• MediaSmarts.ca, Canada’s Centre for Digital/Media Literacy, has a good summary 
of evidence and is targetted towards educators, parents as well as professionals

• Position Statement on Outdoor Active Play
https://www.haloresearch.ca/outdoorplay

• 24-Hour Movement Guidelines for Children/Youth
www.csep.ca

https://www.aap.org/en-us/about-the-aap/aap-press-room/Pages/American-Academy-of-Pediatrics-Announces-New-Recommendations-for-Childrens-Media-Use.aspx
https://www.cps.ca/en/documents/position/screen-time-and-young-children
https://www.haloresearch.ca/outdoorplay
http://www.csep.ca/


References for COVID Screen Time

• Applying Harm Reduction Principles to Address Screen Time in 
Young Children Amidst the COVID-19 Pandemic
https://journals.lww.com/jrnldbp/Citation/2020/07000/Applying_H
arm_Reduction_Principles_to_Address.1.aspx

• Preventing problematic internet use during the COVID-19 
pandemic: Consensus guidance
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0010440X203
00225
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https://journals.lww.com/jrnldbp/Citation/2020/07000/Applying_Harm_Reduction_Principles_to_Address.1.aspx
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0010440X20300225


References for COVID Screen Time

• Impact of COVID-19 on gaming disorder: Monitoring and 
prevention
https://akjournals.com/view/journals/2006/9/2/article-p187.xml

• Mental health considerations for children and adolescents in 
COVID-19 pandemic 
http://www.pjms.org.pk/index.php/pjms/article/view/2759/544

• Impact of the COVID-19 virus outbreak on movement and play 
behaviours of Canadian children and youth: a national survey
https://ijbnpa.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12966-020-
00987-8
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https://akjournals.com/view/journals/2006/9/2/article-p187.xml
http://www.pjms.org.pk/index.php/pjms/article/view/2759/544
https://ijbnpa.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12966-020-00987-8


References for Mental Health

• Freeman J (2012). The health of Canada’s young people: a mental health focus : 
summary, Health Canada. Retrieved Mar 18, 2015 from http://www.jcsh-
cces.ca/upload/hbsc-mental-mentale-eng.pdf. 

• Jones et al. (2015). Relationships between Negative Spiritual Beliefs and Health 
Outcomes for Individuals with Heterogenous Medical Conditions, 17(2): 135-152. 



Thank You!

Questions? 
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